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NIFTY 

 
 
Past week’s first two sessions saw stronger case for a correction. The Fib projection on daily 
charts worked perfectly as we saw a huge gap down opening at 17170 aided by the Jackson Hole 
symposium. However, the index recovered sharply to hit the weeks high at 17776. We are seeing 
an unusual formation with sharp declines and quick recoveries. Now the question is on what 
theme is driving the Indian stock market, when US and other markets have declined considerably.  
 
A few observations from the weekly charts are: 

 Weekly charts suggest that  
 Weekly candle is a positive bullish candle. However, there seems interest 

on both sides and hence there is sharp move 
 Option exposure would continue to drive the market 

o Oscillators are showing mixed signals 
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 A few interesting observations from the weekly chart 
o We are in an uncertain state as to the direction with conflicting signals across 

charts of different time frames. 
o The falling trend line resistance holds till the last week. For the ensuing week this 

trend line resistance is at 17970.  
o The index has come back to the channel which has a support at 17030 

 Expected scenarios for the ensuing week 
o With a couple of sessions holding 17470 as base, if we project the target would be 

18080.  
o A daily close below 17330 would negate this and would lead to test of 17030.  
o While the trend again seems to be upwards for now, the Index could face sequence 

of resistances at 17630,177770,17860 and then at 17970. Daily close above 
17700 required for further gains. Expected range is 17170-17970. Breach and daily 
close outside this range requires re-evaluation of risk, direction and target 

o As being highlighted in the past weekly reports the gaps listed below are open and 
are vulnerable  

 16360-16560 
 16650-16770 
 16920-17070 
 17160-17240(Once filled. However, another got created between 17480 

and 17380. 

 Monthly chart shows still has positive signs.  

 Final word of caution-  
o Continues sharp moves on either side without consolidation is not a healthy sign. 

It remains to be seen how the consolidation takes place. 
o FIIs seen net sellers at least in the last couple of sessions.  
o Bulls and Bears are sweating it out to keep the capture their territory. 
o We are in a situation where just a couple of weeks/sessions may change the 

direction of the market and the fortunes 
o Normally the first week of the month sees positive bias. Will that hold good this 

time also?  
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Bank Nifty: 

 
Last couple of weeks the Bank Nifty has made similar set of candles with lower end at 37950 and 
top at 39470 and 39670. With this type of move the consolidation phase seems to be done and 
expect to trend higher. The possibilities of breaking the crucial resistance at 39700 seems very 
much possible. If fails in the first couple of sessions, we may see the similar move for the third 
weeks again. There seems to be high stakes at 40k Option strike which is holding the up move. 
Daily close below 38700 could see the Index drift lower towards 37500. The big moves in Bank 
Nifty helps the NIFTY index to trend higher and likely to continue the trend further. Expected range 
38300-40700. A daily close outside the range requires re-evaluation. 
 
  
USDINR  
 
The pair is not giving up the 79 levels which is a cause of concern. Last week saw one quick move 
towards 79.28 and the very next day it recovered to close at 79.72. If we see another two weeks 
of consolidation below 80.30 we may see sellers emerging which may take the pair to 78.70. Any 
daily close above 80.35 would trigger one more sharp move towards 81.50. Only a close below 
78.50 could negate this. Still there is some hope for a prolonged consolidation between 79.10 & 
80.35 as we have seen during April-May 22.  A close outside this range requires re-assessment 
of risk/direction and target. Another interesting observation: 
2013- 54 to 65 took 4 months 
2018- 63 to 74 took 9 months 
2022- 74 to ?? we are in the 7th green candle.  
 
Gold  
 
The precious metal moved in a comparatively narrower range. As expected the Metal moved past 
1700 hitting 1688 as low. Now that 1765 is likely to be a stronger resistance. The down move is 
likely to continue till 1610 and the metal is expected to be sold off on every attempt of higher 
levels till it closes above 1765. Some more time required for the fortunes to turn fully positive for 
the precious metal. 
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Crypto  
 
As expected the Crypto currencies tested Dec 20 lows and is at the edge of another breakdown 
It is a state of do or die situation for Crypto assets as they are slated for enduring more pains and 
waiting for a final holy dip. The present formation suggests that the Crypto assets are in for 
another deep crisis and this time the Nov 20 may be tested. If Nov 20 lows give-up, then it would 
be another disaster as the first Gap has to be filled. The coming week could be a decisive week 
for the crypto assets to withstand the assault. Technically it appears so. This can only be negated 
if it gains 30% with a sharp move. Uncertainties likely to continue for a longer time. 
 
Crude  
 
For the fourth (though the month has just begun) month in a row the crude prices have been 
declining and it appears that the down move is slowing down and we are seeing a consolidation 
phase between 82-102. Any breach on either side would require re-assessment of risk and target. 
The lower crude prices could significantly reduce the recession concerns. The 82-92 range is a 
comfort zone to accelerate the growth expectations and aversion of a recession. A quick recovery 
to 102 cannot be ruled out.  
 
#Stay safe  
 

https://syfx.org/?page_id=100 


